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Your TPUOA board, particularly the RR&F committee, would like to apologize for the confusion and 

premature mailing of the restated governing documents for our community. As President, I take full 

responsibility for the mix-up. Let me explain.  

 

Over a year ago the RR&F committee supported a request by B&C to consolidate the CC&Rs into 

one common document, there are currently ten.  The effort to restate the CC&Rs, Master Declaration 

and Homeowner’s Handbook to provide for common language and definitions between the 

documents was a daunting task requiring many meetings with the managing company Bessier & 

Casenhiser as ownership, Kort and Scott have a significant stake in these documents.  

 

After many hours of review, the Board submitted a draft to B & C and Kort & Scott’s attorneys for 

review.  At this time, we were informed that ownership (K&S) was concerned about 1.5 to 1.9 million 

dollars of maintenance fees that were in arrears and that they had a desire to address that issue.  The 

committee told B & C that other than refining and agreeing on common language any attempt to 

change maintenance fees between tracts or add penalties for late payment would not be acceptable 

to the community.  

 

The RR&F Committee continued to request that the approved documents be returned so the Board 

and community could review changes.  However, during this delay, a contentious relationship 

developed between the Committee and B & C.   Letters were written to K & S expressing our 

dissatisfaction and subsequently B & C was dismissed, and local management changed.  

 

On Saturday, the Board and the community was blindsided.  Apparently, B&C had the draft 

documents printed, packaged, and post marked.  Western Golf simply mailed them once they were 

discovered.  While our Canadian neighbors may not receive these documents for several weeks 

everyone should know that the Board is as confused as you, the residents.  We are trying to get 

information to provide proper direction.    

 

In the meantime, the Board would like to have residents review the draft documents and point out 

all areas of concern.  We are asking a community leader to form a committee to review the 

document. This fall community meetings will resume if the pandemic does not deter our intentions 

and possibly round tables held to hear concerns and input. Currently there is no need for any 

action by residents. 

 

Again, I apologize for the confusion and delay in reporting what happened. Please bear with us as we 

continue to refine these documents and properly present them for your vote.  

 

Marshall Pugh 

President, TPUOA  

 


